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Closing Prices are used as benchmarks in many situations
Reference Prices
Derivative Contracts
Broker Execution Quality
Mutual Fund NAV Calculation

These open the closing price to manipulative pressures to:
Avoid margin calls
Ensure options expire in the money
Improve perception of broker execution quality
Increase  fund NAV / management bonuses

There are many incentives for manipulators to change prices
These manipulations are costsly, reduce investor confidence and
pricing effficiency

Why are Closing Prices Important?



Largest manipulation ever???
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External Incentives?
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Why is Auction Design
Important?

Prevalence of HFT and the "arms race" for speed has led many to
propose new market designs to minimise speed advantage
Studies such as Budish, Crampton and Shim (2015), Duffie and
Zhu (2016) and Haas and Zoican (2016) all propose such a
mechanism.
Auctions can reduce the opportunity for stale-price aribitrage
However, there are many choices that must be made in the
specific construction of the auction mechanism.



Regulatory Response:
Closing Auctions

Until the late 1990's practically every exchange used last traded
price.
Exchanges began introducing closing auctions, however there
was much heterogeneity in the choices made. 
This heterogeneity included both the type of mechanism and the
features of the auction. 
To this day, more than 20 exchanges globally still use the last
traded price as their reference price. 
Markets such as Russia and Hong Kong have introduced new
auctions in the last couple of years.



Types of Closing
Mechanisms

Last Traded Price
VWAP
Market on Close
Closing Auction



Last Traded Price
Predominant closing mechanism of the 1990's
Originally used by almost all exchanges.
Last trade price is used as closing price.
Susceptible to gaming. 
Over 27 exchanges still use this mechanism.



VWAP
Some exchanges moved to a volume
weighted average price of the last N
trades or X minutes. 
Less susceptible to gaming. 
Doesn't have the same advantages as
traditional closing auctions. 
22 exchanges still using this mechanism.



On-Close Facility
"On-Close" orders submitted throughout the day. 
Towards close (i.e. 3:40pm in US) participants
informed of any buy-sell imbalance. 
Subsequently, only offsetting orders may be
submitted. 
At the close, any imbalance interacts with the lit
orderbook. 



Closing Batch Auction
Aggregates orders after close of
continuous trading.
Orders cleared at one price which
maximizes tradeable volume. 
Disrupts continuous trading with "pre-
close" period. 
Ie. In Australia, market closes at 4pm, with
auction around 4:10pm. 



What we do:
Contacted 132 exchanges to identify what kind of closing auction
they are currently using
High (eventual) response rate:

Received 100 responses out of 132 exchanges
27 countries still using last traded price
22 using VWAP over the last 5-10 minutes of trade
Remaining 51 implemented some kind of closing auction

Categorize into types of auction
Define features of auctions
Examine the optimal combination of features



Process for acquiring
exchange data



Auction Features

Randomization
Stabilization
Flexibility
Transparency



Randomization
Randomization of the closing auction time.
Introduces uncertainty for manipulators. 
Prevents manipulators submitting large
orders in the final seconds of trade. 
Likely to improve efficiency and integrity.



Stabilization
Stabilization of the closing price can come in
two formats: 
1. Extension of trading time if price exceeds

threshold (i.e. 5% of last traded price)
2. Caps on how far auction price can move

from last traded price (ie + - 3%)
Ariely et al. (2005) document reduced
sniping activity and increases in price
discovery with stabilizing auction features.



Minute of Last Bid



Transparency
Exchange continuously disseminates
indicative closing price.
Could be beneficial if used by participants
to counteract manipulation.
Could be detrimental if it provides the
ability to determine necessary size of
manipulative orders.



Indicative Auction Price



Flexibility
Flexible auctions allow participants to
amend or cancel their orders at any point
up to the execution of the closing auction. 
Aitken et al. (2005) argue flexibility
improves price discovery as traders are
able to react to new information. 
Biais et al. (1996) argue flexibility allows
traders to engage in gaming behaviour. 



Manipulating the Close



Closing Auction Features



Data 
All trades and quotes for all stocks.
Data from Reuters Tick History.
2 years surrounding introduction.



Liquidity Measures
Closing Spreads
Time-weighted closing spreads in last 2 hours of trade
Daily traded value

Price Discovery
Market model adjusted 

Volatility Measures
Pricing error using 2-day VWAP
Pricing error using midpoint next day
Idiosyncratic volatility
Reversal ratio
High-low Range

Market Quality Measures

R2



We use the Comerton-Forde and Putnins (2011) measure based on
prosecuted closing price manipulation in the US and Canada
This measure provides a probability of manipulation per stock-day
Relies on variation in 3 characteristics of manipulation:
1. End of day return
2. Next day reversal
3. Closing spreads
The index then uses a difference-in-difference to compare each stock
to itself in the past, and to the rest of the market .

                 Stock with itself   -   All other stocks with themselves
The magnitude of this difference is then purged by using a sign
statistic
Finally, the factors are weighted based on prosecuted observations

Measuring Integrity



Example of Prosecuted Manipulation



High vs Low Manipulation Index



Examine impact of closing auction types

 
Unclear which will dominate - base case is last traded price
Subsequently examine the impact of each of the closing
auctions' features

 
Flexibility and Transparency likely to facilitate manipulative
conduct (ie price gaming) > Likely detrimental
Randomization and Stabilization likely to reduce sniping and
ability to manipulate close > Likely beneficial

Analysis Framework

y = α + β CALL + β ONCLOSE + θ Control + εjtm 1 tm 2 tm ∑i=1
5

i it jtm

y = α + β F LEX + β RANDOM + β ST AB + β T RANS + θ Control + εjtm 1 tm 2 tm 3 tm 4 tm ∑i=1
5

i it jtm



Impact of Closing Auctions - Efficiency

Both auction types improve price discovery
On-Close facility better for liquidity

Likely driven by no break in continuous trading



Impact of Closing Auctions - Integrity

On-Close better at reducing volatility - interaction with lit book?
Interestingly, neither impact manipulation

Likely driven heterogeneity in auction features



Impact of Auction Features - Efficiency

Both flexibility and transparency reduce liquidity and/or
efficiency, consistent with increased manipulation
Randomization and stabilization improve both liquidity and price
discovery, consistent with reduced manipulation



Impact of Auction Features - Integrity

Consistent with the liquidity story, the features which are most
able to reduce manipultion are randomization and stabilization
Flexibility and transparency broadly negative for closing auctions



Conclusions - Flexibility / Transparency

NO FLEXIBILITY 

NO INDICATIVE PRICE



Conclusion - Randomization

Randomized closing times
reduce sniping



Conclusions
Volatility Extensions Improve

Price Path

No Extension



Future Work
Increase period to +- 2 years rather than 1
Include date fixed effects
Run 1 year placebo test pre/post
introduction of competition



Questions?

Sean.Foley@sydney.edu.au


